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Abstract. Robots are gradually but steadily being introduced in our
daily lives. A paramount application is that of education, where robots
can assume the role of a tutor, a peer or simply a tool to help learners
in a specific knowledge domain. Such endeavor posits specific challenges:
affective social behavior, proper modelling of the learner’s progress, discrimination of the learner’s utterances, expressions and mental states,
which, in turn, require an integrated architecture combining perception,
cognition and action. In this paper we present an attempt to improve
the current state of robots in the educational domain by introducing the
EASEL EU project. Specifically, we introduce the EASEL’s unified robot
architecture, an innovative Synthetic Tutor Assistant (STA) whose goal
is to interactively guide learners in a science-based learning paradigm,
allowing us to achieve such rich multimodal interactions.
Keywords: education, robotic tutor assistant, pedagogical models, cognitive architecture, Distributed Adaptive Control
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Introduction

Robot technology has become so advanced that automated systems are gradually taking on a greater role in our society. Robots are starting to make their
mark in many domains ranging from health-care and medicine, to automotive
technologies, to service robots and robot companions.
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Here our interest is in educational robots and, specifically, how automated
technologies can assist learners with their intellectual growth in the classroom.
Despite being still disputed, the use of robots in education has been shown to
positively affect students’ concentration, learning interest and academic achievements [1]. The introduction of assisting robots as part of a course has been proved
effective for integration, real-world issues, interdisciplinary work as well as critical thinking [2]. Moreover, educational robots can be flexible, as they can assume
the role of mere tools [3], peers [4, 5] or even tutors [6]. Although the preferred
characterization is not yet conclusive [7], when used as a tutor or a peer, thus
implying a continuous robot–learner interaction, the robot’s design and behavior
become a crucial aspect [6, 8, 9]. Typically, robots in education are employed in
scenarios ranging from technical education [10] (usually related to robotics or
technology), to science [11] and learning of a foreign language [5], just to cite a
few – see also [12] for a recent review and discussion about the use of robots in
education.
Although a comprehensive examination of pedagogical theories in educational
robotics is still lacking, two main approaches have been mostly influential. On
one side, Piaget’s theory of constructivism, which defines knowledge as the process in which an individual creates a meaning out of his own experiences [13].
On the other side, Papert’s theory of constructionism, stating that learning is
the result of building knowledge structures through progressive internalization of
actions and conscious engagement through making [14]. More recently, the work
of the Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky gained more and more attention, as it
introduced the principle of scaffolding and the one of Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) [15]. The former refers to the usage of tools or strategies providing
help, whereas the latter corresponds to the distance between what a learner can
do by himself and what he may do under the guidance of an effective mediator.
All these pedagogical approaches are highly relevant to robotic applications in
education, and a review of related studies can be found in [16].
The work we present here constitutes an effort to move one step forward in the
domain of robots in education by introducing the EASEL EU–project. EASEL is
the acronym of Expressive Agents for Symbiotic Education and Learning and it is
a collaborative project aimed to explore and develop a theoretical understanding
of the Human-Robot Symbiotic Interaction (HRSI) realized in the domain of
tutoring. The final outcome of EASEL is the delivery of an innovative Synthetic
Tutor Assistant (STA), whose goal is to interactively guide learners (e.g., children
in the age 8–11) using a science-based learning paradigm. The main focus of this
paper is in describing the underlying STA’s architecture that will allow the agent
to interact with a human user in an educational task, whereas the theoretical
approach and expected impact can be found in an accompanying paper (Reidsma
et al. [in preparation]).
The paper’s structure is as follows: in Section 2 we present the Distributed
Adaptive Control (DAC) model of human and animal learning that serves as
both a pedagogical model and the control architecture of the STA. In Section 3
we present the developed educational scenarios that serve as both the test case
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of the architecture as well as an evaluation method. Finally, in Section 4 we
introduce the overall architecture and present its individual components.

2

The DAC architecture and pedagogical model

The STA’s main goal is to guide the learner through the science–based educational scenario in order to maximize learning. Based on the perception of the
social, communicative and educational context, the robot will respond accordingly within the educational scenario and the specific learning task. The STA’s
reasoning and memory components need to continuously extract relevant knowledge from sequences of behavioural interactions over prolonged periods to learn
a model of the user and adapt its actions to the partner. To successfully interact with the user, the STA thus requires an integrated architecture combining
perception, cognition, and action. Here, we adopt the Distributed Adaptive Control (DAC) cognitive architecture (Figure 1) as the basis to control the STA’s
behavior.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the Distributed Adaptive Control architecture (DAC)
and its four layers: somatic, reactive, adaptive and contextual. Across the layers we can
distinguish three main functional columns of organization: world related (exosensing,
red), self related (endosensing, blue) and the interface to the world through action
(green). The arrows indicate the flow of information. Adapted from [17].
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DAC [17–19] is a robot-based neuronal model of perception, cognition and
behavior that is a standard in the domains of new artificial intelligence and
behavior-based robotics. It is biologically constrained and fully grounded since
it autonomously generates representations of its primary sensory input [18, 20].
The DAC architecture is organized around four tightly coupled layers: Soma, Reactive, Adaptive and Contextual. Across these layers, three functional columns
of organization can be distinguished: exosensing, defined as the sensation and
perception of the world, endosensing which detects and signals the states of the
self, and the interface to the world through action.
The Soma represents the body itself and the information acquired from sensation, needs and actuation. In the Reactive Layer, predefined sensorimotor reflexes are triggered by low complexity signals and are coupled to specific affective
states of the agent. The Adaptive Layer extends these sensorimotor loops with
acquired sensor and action states, allowing the agent to escape the predefined
reflexes through learning. Finally, the Contextual Layer develops the state–space
acquired by the Adaptive Layer to generate behavioral plans and policies that
can be expressed through actions.
Furthermore, DAC postulates that learning is organized along a similar hierarchy of complexity. In order to learn and consolidate new knowledge, the
learner undergoes three different learning stages: resistance, confusion and abduction. Resistance is the mechanism that results from defending one’s own
world-model and is highly related to maintaining the balance of one’s feeling of
agency. All agents possess an internalized world-model, which they need to reconsider when exposed to new knowledge or experience. However, learners tend
to hold overly optimistic and confused views about their level of knowledge: those
with good expertise have a tendency to underestimate their overall capabilities,
whereas those who don’t, tend to overestimate their abilities [21]. Resistance
is what consequently leads to the state of confusion, which actually generates
the necessity to resolve the problem and learn through re-adapting. Adjusting
to individual’s skills and progress helps the process of learning acquisition: it is
therefore essential to maintain a challenging enough task by adjusting the level
of confusion to the skills and progress of the learner. Monitoring, controlling and
adjusting confusion is what we define as shaping the landscape of success. Such
approach is comparable to instructional scaffolding, a learning process intended
to help the student to cross what Vygotsky called the Zone of Proximal Development [15]. Confusion needs to be controlled such that the task to learn is not too
easy to become boring and, at the same time, it should not be too challenging,
thus leading to a complete loss of motivation or development of learned helplessness [22]. The learner needs to believe that he can be effective in controlling the
relevant events within the learning process [23]. Confusion is needed in order to
discover and generate theories to asses them later, that is, to be able to perform
abduction, which is the very process of acquiring the new knowledge.
In the EASEL project, the role of DAC is thus twofold: on the one hand, it
acts as a control system to define and drive the STA’s actions; on the other hand,
it serves as the pedagogical model through which learning can be achieved.
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Science–based educational scenarios

For the EASEL project we designed two interaction scenarios in real–life settings
based on inquiry–based learning tasks. Typically, inquiry–based learning tasks
involve active exploration of the world, asking questions, making discoveries and
testing hypotheses. The first scenario aims at teaching children about physics
concepts based on the Piagetian balance-beam experiments. The second scenario
is meant to help children learn about healthy living and physical exercise. These
two situations allow to exploit two different perspectives: a formal teaching scenario compared to a more “voluntary free exploration”, and a language oriented
versus more bodily involvement.
3.1

The balance beam

The balance beam problem was first described by Inhelder and Piaget to characterize and explain children’s stages of cognitive development [24]. Following the
Piagetian work, Siegler developed a methodology which allowed him to classify
children’s cognitive developmental stages on the base of four rules of increasing
complexity that children of different ages would apply while solving the balance
beam task (Figure 2) [25, 26].
Briefly, in the balance beam scenario different numbers of weights are placed
at varying distances from the fulcrum on the equally spaced pegs positioned on
both arms of the scale. Children explore the physics of the balance problem using
tangible materials and guided by an artificial agent (e.g., a robot or a virtual
avatar) that serves as the bodily manifestation of the STA. Children are then
asked to predict the behavior of the beam given the configuration provided: if
it will stay in equilibrium, tip to the left or tip to the right. To succeed in this
task children have to identify the relevant physical concepts (i.e., weight and
distance) and understand the underlying multiplicative relation between the two
variables (i.e., the “torque rule”). The goal of the interaction is that the child
learns about balance and momentum by going through a series of puzzle tasks
with the balance beam. The artificial agent is there to encourage the students, to
help them get through the different tasks and to provide feedback; thus, learning
improves by constantly monitoring the learner’s progresses.
3.2

Healthy-Living

The second interaction scenario designed is that of healthy-living. This scenario
involves a synthetic agent assisting learners in an inquiry-based learning task
about the benefits of physical exercise. Specifically, the children will investigate
the effects of different types of exercise on a number of physiological variables
(e.g., heart rate, blood pressure, respiration rate, etc.). Two types of sessions
are considered: in the first one, the artificial agent will encourage the children to
perform exercises at varying speeds. It will then provide information about the
outcome of the exercise in a friendly, accessible way, either via voice or through
a video display allowing the children to have immediate feedback about their
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the four rules assessed by Siegler [25]. At each developmental stage one or both dimensions (i.e., weight and distance) are considered.
For instance, Rule I exclusively considers the weight, whereas Rule IV considers both
weights and distance from the fulcrum.

own state. In the second type of session, the child sits down with a prepared
worksheet about healthy-living, which is used to prompt a spoken dialogue with
the artificial agent. The child reads through the text on the worksheet, which
comprises instructions and questions to the artificial agent about the previous
interaction. For instance, it explains how the physiological values are related to
other forms of energy, such as the calories contained in different foods, and how
much energy is burnt during an exercise. The worksheet prompts the child to
start off the interaction providing cues about the kind of things that can be said
to the artificial agent.

4

Architecture Overview

The proposed interaction scenarios consist of a humanoid robot, a handheld device (e.g., tablet) called the EASELscope and in the case of the balance beam
task, the Smart Balance Beam (SBB), a motorized scale equipped with sensors
to detect the object’s weight and position. Both scenarios imply a detailed interaction between the learner and the robot which create a series of challenges
such as effective social behaviour to get a good social relation with the child,
proper modelling of the students’ learning progress, various kinds of perception
of the childs utterances, expressions, bodily and mental states, as well as bodily
and facial expressions from the robot.
Rich multimodal interactions require an integrated architecture which combines perception, reasoning, and action (Section 2). Such integration is more than
just technically running modules side-by-side and exchanging messages through
the YARP middleware communication platform [27]. It also requires alignment
on the content, parameters, knowledge bases, and rule systems of all modules.
In what follows, we present the unified EASEL architecture that makes all the
interaction possible.
All modules communicate and exchange messages through YARP via named
communication channels. This middleware platform allows us to not only distribute the system over different machines, but also permits abstraction from
different Operating Systems.
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Modules and mapping to the DAC architecture

The integrated EASEL architecture is a practical incarnation of the conceptual architecture of the Distributed Adaptive Control (DAC) theory of the design principles underlying perception, cognition and action. Each implemented
module in the EASEL architecture can be mapped to one or more of the core
components of the DAC model that they embody and the specific modules are
schematically illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Overview of the EASEL architecture, where each implemented module is
mapped to the core components of the DAC architecture.

The Speech recognition (ASR module), the SceneAnalyzer, the PhysioReader
and the EASELScope sensors embed the exosensing component of the Soma layer
through which the states of the world are acquired and the internal drives are
established. More precisely, the ASR module is based on the open-source Kaldi
speech recognition toolkit [28] with an EASEL specific vocabulary, language
model and recognition grammar.
The SceneAnalyzer builds upon several other libraries to deliver integrated
recognition of multimodal features of the users and their behaviour [29, 30]. The
physiological signal acquisition module uses non-obtrusive and robust methods
for obtaining information about the users physiological state: by integrating
sensors in the robot or in the EASELscope tablet, information can be unobtrusively obtained without sensors worn or strapped to the body of user. The
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EASELScope sensors allow detection of the current state of the balance beam
allowing the EASEL system to respond to the actions of the user with respect
to the learning materials.
In the reactive layer, ASAPRealizer module [31, 32] is responsible for the
choreography of the behavior (verbal and non-verbal) of the STA using the
generic robot-independent Behavior Markup Language (BML). We also use an
easily configurable XML binding between the BML and the motion primitives of
each robotic platform (that serves as the physical instantiation of the STA). Such
approach abstracts away from specific motor control by exposing more general
behaviour specifications to the dialog manager and provides generalization across
embodiments. The ASAPRealizer maps to the behavior component of the DAC
architecture by directly controlling the actuators of the somatic layer.
The Allostatic Control (AC) module currently implemented in the EASEL
architecture embraces both the Reactive and the Adaptive layers of DAC. An
homeostatic controller continuously classifies the current state of each drive by
sending fast requests for corrective actions to keep drives within optimal boundaries. The allostatic controller maintains consistency between drives in an adaptive way by assigning priorities to the different drives and making the appropriate
corrections to maintain coherence (e.g., by adapting the difficulty of the task to
the learners behavior). The learning algorithms of the allostatic controller [33,
34] allow the STA to adapt its drives and homeostatic boundaries to a specific
student’s behaviour and skills. Successful interactions (i.e., contextual cues and
actions) are then stored as memory segments in the Object Properties Collector
(OPC) module to build a model of the user.
The Exercise Generator contains the collection of learning exercises with all
their different properties and difficulty levels. It selects the appropriate exercise
given the current state of the tutoring model, the student model, and the output
of the AC. This information is shared with the Flipper Dialog Manager to allow
the robotic assistant to discuss with the child the progress of the exercise.
The Object Properties Collector (OPC) embodies the Contextual Layer’s
memory components of DAC. At this stage of development, the OPC implements the memory for events that can be stored and distributed to the other
STA’s modules as well as its short-term memory component. At each instant
of the interaction, the OPC can temporarily retain ongoing perceptions, actions
and values (i.e., outcomes of the current interaction) as segments of memory (relations). These relations allow the definition of rules for specific interactions that
can be further stored as long-term memories if a high-level goal is successfully
achieved. Between the OPC and the sensors lies the multimodal understanding
module, a light and simple interpreter of speech, emotions and speaker’s probabilities, which simplifies the requirements for the Flipper Dialog Manager’s
scripts. Flipper offers flexible dialog specification via information state and rulebased templates to trigger information state changes as well as behaviour requests [35].
The robots (Zeno (Hanson Robotics, Hong Kong) and FACE [36]), the virtual robot avatars and the EASEL-scope hidden state visualizer correspond to
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the DAC effectors and represent the main interface of the STA with the world
(Figure 4). The EASELscope offers an augmented reality (AR) interface that
allows the learner to interact with the task materials. It can be used to present
extra information to the child about the learning content. This allows the system to vary between different ways of scaffolding the learning of the user. For
instance, using the EASELscope we can present “hidden information” about the
balance beam, such as the weights of the pots, or the forces acting on the arms
of the beam; both are types of scaffolds in learning that would not be possible
without the scope (Figure 4).

Fig. 4. The Zeno robot, the EASELscope and the Smart Balance Beam (SBB). Zeno
acts as the embodiment of the STA and continuously interacts with the learner. Information about the task is displayed as augmented reality on top of the physical SBB.

5

Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we presented the DAC based EASEL architecture, designed to
guide learners through learning in two science-based educational scenarios. Each
module within the framework has been integrated in a cohesive setup and the
configuration options, models, behaviour repertoires and dialog scripts will allow
us to validate the EASEL system through specific experiments with child-robot
interaction in the proposed learning scenarios.
The way the architecture is organized gives us three key advantages: scalability, configurability and abstraction. This allows us to easily add sensory components with negligible changes to the main core of the system: it is sufficient to
add the input to the multimodal understanding module that, in turn, will store
the new information with an appropriate format in the OPC module. Furthermore, all modules are fully configurable: for instance, we can add new behaviors
(ASAPRealizer), drives (Allostatic Control) as well as dialogues (Flipper) in an
easy way with the usage of configuration files such as XML scripts. Thus, any
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additional implementation for the needs of the EASEL architecture (in terms of
scenarios or sensory inputs) can be done in a flexible way. Finally, the proposed
architecture permits abstraction from the physical manifestation of the STA, in
a way that using the same scenario, we can choose the robotic platform (or even
avatar) with small changes in the main core of the system.
At this stage, we are now ready to start validating our educational architecture and focus on concrete long-term studies on human-robot symbiotic interactions in learning tasks. For instance, by looking at the types of hypotheses that
the child frames and the outcome in solving exercises, the STA can continuously
build and refine a model of the student’s understanding of the task. By varying
the exercises, the scaffolding provided by the robot or the hidden-states information provided through the EASELScope, the STA can explore the most effective
learning strategies for a specific task. By modifying the social and conversational
strategies of the robot, the STA can extract the best “personality” and style of
the robot leading to a good relationship between the child and the robot itself
and their impact on the overall learning process.
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